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Choose the correct answer 

1. Which relational Database does WordPress use? 

a. MySQL     c. Oracle 

b. PostfresSQL     d. My SQLServer 

2. How do you deactivate plugins? 
a. Plugin cannot be deactivated c. Your site moderator must deactivate it for you 

b. On the Plugins menu, select the plugin and click Deactivate  

c. is written in what programming language 

3. WordPress is written in which programming language 
a. Python b. Ruby on Rails  c. PHP  d. JAVA 

4. What is the maximum number of blogs that can be created in a WordPress 

network? 
a. 10    c. 20 

b. 5000   d. Unlimited 

5. What is the correct way to end a PHP statement? 
a. New Line   c. Comma (.) 

b. ;    d. </php> 

6. When you install a plugin, where will the plugin be saved? 

a. Wp-includes b. wp-content  c. wp-admin  d. wp-config 

7. There are _______ different of heading tags in HTML 
a. 4  b. 1  c. 6  d. 7 

8. Which tag is used to create body text in HTML? 
a. <head>   c. <text> 

b. <title>   d. <body> 

9. Which of the following statements prints in PHP? 
a. OUT   c. Write 

b. Echo   d. Display 

10. PHP scripts are executed on ___________ 

a. <php> ----</php>  c. <?php ------- ?> 

b. ?php ------?php  d. <p>--------</p> 

11. Which HTML tag is used to define an internal style sheet? 
a. <style>  b. <css>  c. <script> 

12. <a> and </a> are the tags used for 
a. Adding image  c. Adding Text 

b. Text Alignment  d. Adding Links to your page 



13. To create a bulleted list, use 
a. <ul>  b. <ol>   c. <li>   d. None of these 

 

14. Which permalink structure is best for SEO? 
a. URL by post   b. URL by date   c. URL by 

numeric  

15. Which is the correct syntax to create input field for the email 
a. <input type=”email”>  c. <input type=”text”> 

b. <input type=”name”>  d. <input type=”gmail”> 

16. Editor can do all things expect this 
a. Add plugins b.  Edit Page  c. Add User  d. Edit Content 

17. How to write an IF statement in JavaScript? 
a. If <I = = 5>    c. (i=5) 

b. If(i==5)    d. (i==5)if 

18. Which is the correct process of theme installation 

a. Appearance/editor   c. Appearance/plugins 

b. Appearance/widget   d. Appearance/Theme 

19. The User who can add new post but cannot publish their post is 
a.  Contributor b. Editor c. Author d. Administrator 

20. How to set static page to home page 
a. Setting/permalinks  c. Setting/writing 

b. Setting/reading 
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ANSWERS  

 

Q. No  Answers Q. No Answer 

1 A 11 A 

2 B 12 D 

3 C 13 A 

4 D 14 A 

5 B 15 A 

6 B 16 C 

7 C 17 B 

8 D 18 D 

9 B 19 A 

10 C 20 B 
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Attempt Any One of the following. 

Note:  Attach screenshot of frontend and backend. 

Q1) Create one layout by using WordPress. 

a) https://www.elegantthemes.com/layouts/art-design/design-agency-landing-

page/live-demo 

b) https://avada.theme-fusion.com/movers/ 

c) https://www.elegantthemes.com/layouts/art-design/digital-marketing-landing-

page/live-demo 

Q2) Create E-Commerce store by using any WordPress Theme, setup one payment 

gateway, add 10 simple products and add 10 variable products at least 3 variations 

in each products and setup shipping methods. 
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